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ABSTRACT
While designed to locate lost items, Bluetooth trackers are increasingly exploited for malign purposes, such as unwanted location tracking. This study probes deeper into this issue, focusing on the widespread use of these devices for stalking. Following a dual approach, we analyzed user data from a widely used tracking detection app (over 200,000 active installations) and conducted a comprehensive online survey (N=5,253). Our data analysis reveals a significant prevalence of trackers from major brands such as Apple, Tile, and Samsung. The user data also shows that the app sends about 1,400 alarms daily for unwanted tracking. Survey insights reveal that 44.28% of stalking victims had been subjected to location tracking, with cars emerging as the most common hideout for misused trackers, followed by backpacks and purses. These findings underscore the urgency for more robust solutions. Despite ongoing efforts by manufacturers and researchers, the misuse of Bluetooth trackers remains a significant concern. We advocate for developing more effective tracking detection mechanisms integrated into smartphones by default and creating supportive measures for individuals without smartphone access.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth trackers are small, coin-size devices that can be attached to valuables to protect against loss and theft. Tracker owners can utilize crowd-sourced offline finding networks to locate their trackers precisely and, ideally, recover lost valuables, such as bags or keys [26]. However, Bluetooth trackers have been increasingly misused for unwanted tracking: Malicious actors can hide trackers to follow the location of their victim with a short delay of only 15 minutes [26], which has been classified as a method of stalking [19, 51]. Stalking incidents using unwanted tracking with Bluetooth trackers by intimate partners, parents, and criminals have been documented and reported in many news outlets [5, 13, 21, 34]. In at least three cases, this unwanted tracking resulted in the death of the tracked victim [8, 9, 38].

Our definition of stalking follows previous studies and includes episodes of harassment involving intrusive behavior and provoked fear [19, 51]. We did not set a minimum required time frame for the actions of a stalker and classify a single occasion of unwanted tracking as stalking.

The manufacturers of Bluetooth trackers have acknowledged the misuse of their trackers, but so far, they have only delivered inadequate solutions. Almost all solutions require a victim to manually scan for a tracker on their phone while adding additional hurdles, like an artificial 10-minute delay or the requirement to walk while scanning [2, 56]. Fortunately, the research community developed several apps to identify trackers and warn users about stalking attempts [6, 24, 39].

In this work, we study the prevalence of Bluetooth trackers and how they are misused for unwanted tracking and stalking. We conduct a large-scale online survey to understand people’s perceptions of Bluetooth trackers and connected them to general questions about prior stalking experiences. Additionally, we collect and evaluate user data of the tracking detection app AirGuard, which warns users when an unknown tracker is following them. Combining our studies, we aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How severe is the problem of tracker misuse for location stalking?
- **RQ2:** Which measures are considered effective stalking protection?
- **RQ3:** What are the privacy implications for benign tracker owners?
Our user data analysis concluded that Apple AirTags were the most prevalent trackers, while Tile and Samsung trackers were also widespread. In the survey, we found that 19.13% of our respondents have previously experienced stalking, and that 8.47% were a victim to location tracking.

The contributions of our work are as follows:

1. We analyze the user data of 14,739 AirGuard users, a tracking detection app with over 200,000 installations for Android and iOS (Section 5).
2. We conduct and evaluate a large-scale online survey (N=5,253) about the misuse of Bluetooth trackers, stalking experience and anti-stalking protection (Section 6).
3. We identify potential privacy risks for innocent tracker owners, allowing long-term identification of them based on the trackers they are using.
4. We publish the results of the user data analysis in an accumulated manner, sharing insights with the research community while protecting the participants’ privacy.1

2 BACKGROUND

This section introduces Bluetooth trackers, our threat model, an overview of laws concerning stalking, the tracking detection algorithm, and the app used for our user data collection.

2.1 Bluetooth Trackers

In this work, we concentrate on Bluetooth trackers, which are available from a range of manufacturers. Compared to GPS trackers, Bluetooth trackers are smaller and have a longer battery life. This allows them to be attached to many valuables but also increases the risk of misuse as they are easier to hide.

2.1.1 Offline Finding. All Bluetooth trackers in this work follow a similar behavior, as shown in Figure 1: When someone purchases a tracker, it first needs to be paired with the owner’s phone. (1) This initial setup is performed by the manufacturer’s app. (2) The tracker starts sending out Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) advertisements, i.e., broadcast BLE packets containing data to identify the tracker. A Bluetooth tracker does not have a GPS sensor, so a network of finder devices is necessary to locate it. In most cases, finder devices are smartphones participating in the offline finding network of the tracker manufacturer. When a finder device scans for BLE advertisements and discovers a tracker, it will use its own GPS hardware to get its current location. (3) The finder device forwards this location with the data necessary to identify the tracker to the tracker manufacturer’s server. (4) The owner can now use the tracker manufacturer’s app to locate the tracker.

2.1.2 Apple Find My Trackers. Apple has offered the Apple AirTag since 2021, which is part of a vast offline finding network with close to one billion iPhones acting as finder devices [27]. Apple has opened the Find My network to third-party device manufacturers, which can offer trackers, headphones, and other devices locatable with Apple’s finder devices. These trackers must follow a specification from Apple, which dictates how these trackers interact with the Find My network. Therefore, AirTags and third-party Find My trackers behave in the same way.

The initial setup between the tracker and the iPhone ensures that a set of secret keys are exchanged. Based on these keys, the trackers generate rotating private-public key pairs, allowing the nearby finder devices to use end-to-end encryption for all uploaded locations to Apple’s servers.

The life cycle of AirTags and Find My trackers follows an internal state machine: If the trackers are in Bluetooth range of their owner’s iPhone, they will keep a BLE connection. In the connected state, they are not advertising their public key, making it impossible for finder devices to report the tracker’s location. Following a predefined pattern, the tracker rotates its MAC address every 15 minutes to protect the owner’s privacy. Only if the trackers disconnect, they advertise their public key and become findable. In this state, the tracker changes its BLE MAC address every 24 hours, allowing it to be discovered by anti-tracking technologies but preventing any long-term identification of the device itself [1].

2.1.3 Tile. Tile trackers have been sold since 2012, and they were the first to offer offline finding technology by utilizing crowd-finding [33, 55]. Finder devices are all smartphones with the Tile app installed. This method allows Tile trackers to work across operating systems, unlike Apple AirTags or Samsung SmartTags. The Tile tracker itself follows a simple life cycle: Once the user has set up the tracker using the Tile app, the tracker starts broadcasting BLE advertisements. These advertisements contain an identifier reserved for Tile (service UUID) and proprietary data that changes every 15 minutes. In contrast to the AirTags, Tile trackers are always findable and do not differentiate whether the owner’s smartphone is nearby. The BLE MAC address of the Tile tracker is static and never changes, allowing identification over several years (see Section 7.1).

2.1.4 Samsung SmartTag. Samsung SmartTags are part of Samsung’s Find My Device offline finding network with about 200 million active finder devices (i.e., Samsung smartphones) [63]. Upon initial pairing, each Samsung SmartTag receives 1,000 privacy IDs from the owner’s phone. The owner and Samsung know these privacy IDs and allow identification of the SmartTag while it employs BLE MAC address randomization.

Samsung trackers follow a similar life cycle to Apple’s Find My trackers: If the tracker is connected to the owner’s smartphone, it is findable, but the tracker announces its connection state in the BLE advertisement. After disconnecting, the tracker progresses through three different modes: It starts in the prematurely lost mode, indicating that it has lost the connection to the owner’s device. After 15 minutes, it switches to the lost mode. After another eight hours, it changes to the overmature lost mode and stays in this mode until it can reestablish the connection to the owner’s device. In the connected state and (prematurely) lost modes, the device keeps changing its privacy ID and BLE MAC address every 15 minutes, making it hard for tracking detection software to identify the device as the same tracker following the user. In the overmature lost mode, the tracker keeps one privacy ID for 24 hours, allowing robust tracking detection [63].

2.1.5 Chipolo. The Chipolo tracker manufacturer offers a variety of trackers that can operate in different offline finding networks. Their Chipolo Spot and Chipolo Card trackers work across different operating systems and use their offline finding network, like Tile.

1https://github.com/seemoo-lab/Please-Unstalk-Me
This work focuses on the original Chipolo tracker using a custom offline finding network. The tracker has two states: Connected to its owner’s device and disconnected from the owner’s device. Only during the disconnected state the tracker advertises a custom service UUID which makes it findable. The tracker has a static BLE MAC address that also serves as the identifier used for finder devices to report the location of a lost tracker. As iOS does not allow third-party apps to read BLE MAC addresses, the tracker also advertises a service data packet that contains the device’s BLE MAC address. This behavior allows for the same long-term identification that is also possible with Tile trackers (see Section 7.1).

### 2.2 Threat Model

In contrast to a classical threat model, which takes a system’s perspective, we focus on the security and privacy of individuals. We follow the threat modeling framework for intimate partner violence by Slupska and Tanczer [48].

The main threat is unwanted location tracking, where an adversary hides a Bluetooth tracker in their victim’s belongings to monitor their location. Unwanted tracking results in a privacy invasion and a potential for physical involvement of the adversary. Additional threats exist, e.g., adversaries have been using trackers to find the parking location of valuable cars to steal them [34].

The goal is continued access to the victim’s location without interference or detection by the victim. The adversary possesses technical knowledge and has can purchase, install, and operate Bluetooth trackers. We do not take into account adversaries with the technical knowledge and can purchase, install, and operate Bluetooth trackers. It is possible with Tile trackers (see Section 7.1).

### 2.3 Laws on Stalking and Location Tracking

Many countries and states have laws against stalking and location tracking. In this section, we briefly describe laws in Europe and North America, focusing on what they have in common and how they define stalking. Stalking is generally defined as a repeated or continuous act of following the victim, physically approaching the victim, unwanted communication with the victim through means of text messages, mail, or other digital communication means, or threatening the victim or their family with physical harm or death [14, 15, 47, 52, 53, 61].

The U.S. federal law covers only cases of stalking in which the stalker has crossed state borders to pursue the victim [31]. In any other case, the state where the victim or the perpetrator lives is legally responsible. In response to the rise in stalking attempts, using AirTags and other trackers, several US states have proposed bills punishing unwanted tracking of a person. For example, in Texas, it is explicitly disallowed to mount a GPS tracking device on a motor vehicle without the owner’s consent [20].

In Europe, we have reviewed laws concerning stalking and harassment in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, and the UK. Only France explicitly forbids tracking someone’s location and fines this behavior with a fine of up to 45,000 € and up to one year of prison [32].

### 2.4 Tracking Detection App

Our tracking detection app AirGuard is available for both major mobile operating systems (OSs), Android [46] and iOS [54]. We developed the apps focusing on detecting Bluetooth trackers from Apple, Tile, Samsung, Chipolo, and other trackers compatible with the Find My network. Both apps identify tracking attempts while the app is running in the background. This section explains AirGuard and how it identifies trackers potentially used for stalking. Moreover, since both OSs follow different design paradigms regarding background execution and Bluetooth scanning, we explain how this affects the implementation and data collection of the apps.

#### 2.4.1 Tracking detection algorithm

Whenever a tracker is detected that is in a state that denotes it as a potential stalking threat (see Table 1), the detection event is stored in a database alongside the current location of the phone.

The basic algorithm to classify a tracker as a stalking threat is based on the reverse-engineered algorithm of Apple [24]. Two conditions need to be fulfilled:

1. Was the tracker seen at three distinct locations?
2. Did the tracker follow the user for at least 60 minutes?

Users can define their security level, switching between low, medium, and high. The default level is set to medium, following the conditions described above. In the low security level, five locations and 120 minutes are required for a classification as a stalking threat. In the high level, only two locations and 30 minutes are necessary. The classification algorithm uses clustered locations with a radius of 150 m each. This method reduces false positives caused by a neighbor’s device, which would be seen many times at almost the same location.

#### 2.4.2 False positives

A false positive is a misclassification of a benign tracker as a stalking threat. Every false positive also results in a notification sent to the app’s user, which we term a false alarm. A typical scenario for a false positive is in an airplane: The owner of a tracker activates flight mode and disables Bluetooth and Wi-Fi during the flight. Their tracker is then disconnected from the

---

**Table 1: Classification when a tracker is findable and when it is recognized as a potential stalking threat.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracker</th>
<th>Findable</th>
<th>Potential stalking threat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AirTag</td>
<td>$\heartsuit\times$</td>
<td>$\clubsuit\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile</td>
<td>$\bigtimes$</td>
<td>$\bigtimes$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartTag</td>
<td>$\bigtimes$</td>
<td>$\heartsuit\times \geq 15$ min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipolo</td>
<td>$\heartsuit\times$</td>
<td>$\bigtimes$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\heartsuit\times$ = Tracker is not connected to an owner’s device $\bigtimes$ = At all times
An app can specify a list of BLE service UUIDs and let iOS scan for Bluetooth trackers covering a variety of manufacturers, including existing body of research.

Researchers have looked at Bluetooth trackers and related offline 3.1 Bluetooth Tracker Analysis the misuse of these, tracking detection apps, and stalking and abuse. This section covers related work in the analysis of Bluetooth trackers, an online survey and user data from a tracking detection app. This stalking problem with Bluetooth trackers with research results from overmature lost mode, i.e., disconnected from the owner’s device for more than eight hours.

2.4.3 Android. AirGuard has been programmed to perform BLE scans for trackers nearby every 15 minutes. The OS can also delay these scan windows to once an hour for power saving constraints since Android 13. Therefore, the app can only follow irregular scan intervals, which may lead to delayed detection of trackers. The app can identify various types of trackers, including AirTags, Find My trackers, Tile trackers, Chipolo trackers, and Samsung SmartTags, even when running in the background without any user interaction. For SmartTags, the app can only warn users if these trackers are in the overmature lost mode, i.e., disconnected from the owner’s device for more than eight hours.

2.4.4 iOS. iOS handles the background execution of apps entirely differently, leaving BLE background scans in the hands of the OS. An app can specify a list of BLE service UUIDs and let iOS scan for these devices. The OS then performs all BLE scans automatically and wakes the app (1) immediately when a new tracker is detected, (2) when a known tracker changes its Bluetooth advertisement, or (3) periodically when a tracker remains nearby. Thus, the iOS background scan is close to a continuous scan mechanism, ensuring that AirGuard for iOS immediately detects all Tile, Samsung, and Chipolo trackers. One limitation of iOS is that Apple does not support background scans for Find My devices (i.e., AirTags). To close this gap, AirGuard enables users to detect these trackers when opening the app and performing a manual scan. While iOS does not automatically limit background scans for power saving, activating the iPhone’s low-power mode can influence the scanning behavior.

The iOS scan capabilities enable us to create advanced tracking detection for Samsung SmartTags. The SmartTag tries to evade identification by rotating its BLE MAC address when it is not in the overmature lost mode. Since the iOS app detects any new device almost instantly, we developed a matching algorithm identifying a SmartTag across BLE MAC address and privacy ID changes. The algorithm performs SmartTag tracking detection as soon as the SmartTag has entered the lost mode.

3 RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to analyze the stalking problem with Bluetooth trackers with research results from an online survey and user data from a tracking detection app. This section covers related work in the analysis of Bluetooth trackers, the misuse of these, tracking detection apps, and stalking and abuse.

3.1 Bluetooth Tracker Analysis

Researchers have looked at Bluetooth trackers and related offline finding networks from many angles. This section summarizes the existing body of research.

Weller et al. performed the first security and privacy analysis of Bluetooth trackers covering a variety of manufacturers, including Tile. They focused on the security of server components and mobile applications and found severe issues with most manufacturers [62].

A follow-up study by Garg et al. defined a set of security properties to which crowd-sourced tracking systems should adhere [22]. A new design for a secure, crowd-sourced offline finding network was proposed by both authors [22, 62]. Apple’s offline finding and crowd-sourced Find My network has been evaluated for security and privacy properties by Heinrich et al. [26]. The BLE protocol of Apple’s Find My devices was uncovered, and a framework to build custom, AirTag-like Bluetooth trackers have been published [7, 25].

Roth et al. analyzed the hardware and software of the AirTag and found a voltage glitch that allows access to the AirTag firmware and subsequent manipulation, including cloning an AirTag, manipulating the serial number, and modifying the firmware [43].

Yu et al. did the first privacy analysis of Samsung’s crowd-sourced offline finding system [63]. They revealed the BLE protocol used to enable offline finding and found several security and privacy issues. Samsung fixed some of the issues subsequently through firmware and software updates.

Pace et al. performed a forensic analysis on the Tile tracker apps for Android, iOS, and Windows. Each app revealed the private location data of the user and would allow investigators to analyze the user’s movement patterns [40].

3.2 Tracking Detection

The tracker manufacturers’ reaction to stalking and unwanted tracking was delayed. This lack of tracking protection resulted in the development of a range of tracking detection apps and scientific research on the topic.

3.2.1 Tracking Detection Apps. First, this section presents all tracking detection apps linked to academic research, followed by the solutions presented by tracker manufacturers. The order is based on the release date or publication date.

Our previous publication presented the first Android version of our open-source tracking detection app, AirGuard [24]. The evaluation showed little impact on the phone’s battery life and reliable tracking detection within 30 minutes and for a minimum distance of 400 m moved with the tracker. The initial user-data analysis with only AirTags was conducted, concluding that the tracking detection worked. However, false positives were often caused by GPS drifts. We designed the updated algorithm in Section 2.4 to handle GPS drifts and false alarms caused by neighbor’s tracker.

Another tracking detection app for Android, BLE-Doubt, has been presented by Briggs and Geeng [6]. Their app uses trajectory classification to identify trackers from Apple, Tile, and Chipolo in 10 minutes and a minimum distance of 300 m traveled. The novel detection method allows faster detection and a reduction of false positives but requires ongoing BLE scans, which quickly drain the smartphone’s battery. The authors did not release this app to the public. Therefore, no user data analysis was conducted.

Müller et al. have developed HomeScout for Android, promising an improved detection speed of a malicious tracker in 1 minute and 200 m distance traveled [39]. The app starts tracking detection when the user starts moving using a novel technique of motion activation to identify any trackers following the user quickly. In comparison with prior research, this saves battery life compared to BLE-Doubt, and it enables faster tracking detection than AirGuard.
The app supports Apple AirTags, Samsung SmartTags, and Tile Trackers. Reducing the number of false positives when traveling with friends is still an active area of research [39]. No user data analysis was performed because the authors did not release the app to the general public.

Besides developments in academia, most tracker manufacturers have offered custom solutions to detect nearby trackers. Apple integrated a background tracking detection for AirTags and other Find My trackers into iOS. For Android, they offer an artificially limited application that allows users to scan for AirTags manually; as soon as they open the app, they need to wait for 10 min before a scan can be performed [2].

Tile has integrated a manual scan, allowing users of the Tile app to scan for nearby Tile trackers. The scan mechanism is also artificially limited and requires a user to walk while performing a scan [56].

Samsung provides a manual scan and background detection option for their trackers on Samsung smartphones based on the SmartThings app [44].

At the time of writing, Google has not launched its trackers, but they have integrated background detection and manual scan method to find AirTags in the Android OS [23].

3.2.2 Analyzing and Improving Tracking Detection. Several analyses of manufacturer-provided tracking detection mechanisms have yielded inadequate protection. Doyle and Kajzer have found that people are not sufficiently protected against Apple AirTags [18]. Most issues in Apple’s tracking detection have been remedied [28]. In addition, Turk et al. have analyzed the anti-stalking features of Tile and Samsung, coming to a similar conclusion [59].

Mayberry et al. have demonstrated that slightly modifying a tracker can bypass most tracking detection schemes [37]. For example, a custom tracker could employ a faster BLE MAC address and key rotation scheme as AirTags, masking the detected tracker as a new tracker in every BLE scan. A follow-up study presented an updated Find My protocol, disallowing any unknown or modified trackers and protecting against the previously demonstrated attacks [36]. Despres et al. have developed a novel algorithm to link rotating BLE MAC addresses of nearby devices, helping tracking detection software to identify trackers that would otherwise be hard to detect [16]. To detect stalking attempts more reliably and to improve the privacy of users, Beck et al. have created an improved offline finding protocol [4].

At last, Apple and Google have partnered to develop a common standard for trackers, ensuring a united tracking detection strategy across mobile OSs [30]. The specification was finalized in December 2023, but it has not yet been integrated into any operating system at the time of writing. All trackers, including GPS trackers, should announce their presence using BLE advertisements. Smartphones use these advertisements nearby to detect if a tracker is following the user. Users can then act against any identified trackers and look up the serial number using their smartphone.

3.3 Stalking and Abuse

The misuse of Bluetooth trackers quickly became a relevant topic to the research community. These devices added to the already existing variety of Internet of Things (IoT) devices used for surveillance and abuse [10, 50].

Stephenson et al. interviewed victims of intimate partner abuse based on IoT devices [49]. 70% of all victim-survivors reported attempts on location tracking using GPS trackers, AirTags, or Bluetooth earbuds like AirPods. Multiple respondents explicitly mentioned the misuse of an AirTag to monitor their location. Interestingly, some refrained from disabling the AirTag and placed the AirTag in a known location to let the perpetrator believe the tracker is still on the victim.

A study by Mavoa et al. found that many parents (in Australia) use family activity tracking and location tracking apps to monitor their children [35]. The usage is justified with safety improvements for their children, and 95% stated that their children know about it. Nevertheless, the authors demand privacy as a right for children to develop themselves without constant supervision.

The lifetime prevalence of stalking in two European cities has been researched by Dressing et al. [19] and Steiger et al. [51]. They performed two independent surveys demonstrating who the victims were, how their stalkers acted, and in which relation the stalker and victim were. In a large-scale data study, Diette et al. revealed that the experience of stalking leaves a “psychological footprint” on female victims in the age of 18-45 [17].

4 METHODOLOGY

To understand the prevalence of stalking and location tracking with Bluetooth trackers, we ran two studies: A user data analysis of the stalking protection app AirGuard and an online survey. In this section, we describe the design of our studies and their evaluation.

4.1 Ethics

The ethics commission, representing our institutional review board (IRB), reviewed and accepted both studies. In the case of our user data analysis, participants were informed which data would be collected and how it would be processed. Only after giving consent is data collected. We did not hinder participants who denied participation from using our Bluetooth tracker detection app. Furthermore, we collected no personally identifiable information (PII) during our data collection. We store all research data on servers locally hosted at our institute, minimizing third-party access to sensitive research data. The online survey also started with a consent form, which the IRB reviewed. Only participants giving consent filled out the questionnaire. We designed the questions to collect minimal PII to protect the privacy of the participants. The entire survey was hosted at our institute, ensuring that no third party gained access to sensitive user data.

4.2 User Data Analysis

The goal of the user data analysis was to (1) identify the prevalence of Bluetooth-based personal item trackers in use, (2) determine how many users are warned of a potential stalking attempt, and (3) discover how the currently available trackers behave. These insights allow us to develop improved stalking protection and a better user experience.

All participants of this study were required to have our application installed. During the application’s setup, the app asks each
person to choose if they want to participate in our user data analysis and voluntarily share data with us. Participating app users can always decide to stop their participation in the data collection or request to delete their collected data through the app. It is also possible to join the data analysis later from the app’s settings. The minimum age for participants is 18 years. Our Android application has 130,000 active installations, and the iOS application has 152,000 downloads and about 80,000 active installations as of November 23, 2023. Our apps grew organically and were boosted by online blogs/magazines and mentions on social media. However, on iOS about 98,400 downloads are institutional purchases, i.e., companies or agencies installing the app on employees’ iPhones. From this user base, 47,715 users participated in the data collection. For this work, we focus on the analysis of data collected in 14 days between November 13 and November 26, 2023, i.e., the user data of 14,739 AirGuard users from Android and iOS.

For each participant, the following data was uploaded to our collection server:

- A record for each participant in the data analysis.
- A record of each tracking device the participant’s app had detected.
- The timestamp and RSSI for every advertisement the participant’s app had received.
- A record of each tracking notification AirGuard had sent to the user and which device had triggered it.
- The participant’s user input about the hideout where a tracker was placed.

Our data collection followed a privacy-first design since all the collected user data is susceptible. Therefore, we removed all PII from the uploaded data, including location information where the app has detected a tracker, BLE MAC addresses, and data of BLE advertisements. As a result, the dataset is fully anonymous and cannot be used to identify individual AirGuard users. Each device contains a random identifier generated by the app, which allows subsequent uploads to be matched. Therefore, if the same tracker is detected by two participants, two records will be created in our database. Figure 11 in the Appendix contains the database schema.

4.2.1 Analysis Plan. We created an analysis plan to reduce the number of Type I errors in our analysis.

We inferred the prevalence of each tracker type, i.e., Tile, AirTag, and Samsung, by the number of times our app detected it. We analyzed both sets separately since iOS and Android use different background detection mechanisms. In addition, we identified how trackers behave and bring this into context with our user data. We deeply analyzed the number of tracking detection notifications sent by the app, focusing on how many users are notified and which devices trigger notifications the most. We also evaluated the number of false positives, i.e., trackers that were classified as a stalking threat but are, in fact, not used for malicious purposes. Users can mark trackers as false positives by marking the notification as a false alarm in the app.

4.3 Online Survey

The online survey aimed to (1) identify the prevalence of stalking and location-tracking attacks utilizing Bluetooth trackers and (2) understand what protection measures people are looking for.

The survey mostly contained 22 single-choice questions and eight multiple-choice questions. Nine of these questions featured an option to add an alternative answer. Additionally, the questionnaire contained two open-ended questions.

In this study, we also wanted to include minors who might be threatened through location tracking attacks, e.g., by their guardians. The IRB allowed the inclusion of minors from the age of 16. We shared the link to our online survey on social media (Twitter/X), SurveyCircle, and directly in AirGuard. Most participants were recruited from AirGuard users (Android, N=4,790; iOS, N=408). Of the 20,692 people who started our survey, 5,263 finished it, and 5,253 were selected for the final dataset. We did not compensate participants.

Figures 2 and 3 show the age and gender distribution of the respondents. Most respondents reside in North America (38.76%) and Western Europe (38.47%). Our study sample is not representative. We mainly recruited respondents using AirGuard, resulting in a biased group that is familiar to the threat of stalking attempts with Bluetooth trackers. Also, previous studies about stalking reported 11.6% of respondents had experienced stalking [19], while our group consists of 19.13% of people with stalking experience.

The survey consists of five parts:

(1) Misuse of Bluetooth trackers: general knowledge, potential malicious actors, government regulation.
(2) Stalking: stalking prevalence, a question set adapted from [19, 51], targeting prior stalking victims (N=1,005).
(3) Stalking Protection: Preferences for anti-stalking and anti-tracking solutions.
(4) AirGuard App: successful tracker detection, false positives, general user experience.
(5) Demographics: gender, age groups, and world regions where they reside.

![Figure 2: Age distribution of all survey participants.](image)

![Figure 3: Gender distribution of all survey participants.](image)
As in our first study, we aimed for a high privacy standard for all participants. Therefore, we only collected minimal PII. All survey questions were optional, and participants could skip questions that made them feel uncomfortable. We list the entire questionnaire in the Appendix.

### 4.3.1 Analysis Plan.
We followed our previously created analysis plan to limit any false positives (Type I errors) during our analysis. For single-choice and multiple-choice questions, we consider proportions from all responses. Then, we analyze the responses based on affiliation to a specific group, e.g., gender, age, or stalking victim. If the group affiliation influences the responses given, we present these. For answers following a Likert scale, we transformed the answers to numerical scales and then reported the average values of all replies and the distribution of replies.

Nine questions featured an option to indicate an alternative answer, and two questions were open-ended and required a text answer. We selected and coded five of these questions to answer our research questions. Two independent researchers performed the coding by creating individual codebooks for each question. Then, they agreed on a master codebook and coded all questions individually. Finally, they reviewed both resulting codebooks and solved any differences through discussions.

## 5 USER DATA ANALYSIS

A total of 14,739 app users (iOS, N= 5,490; Android, N=9,249) shared data with us for this analysis during our data collection from November 13, 2023, to November 26, 2023. These users discovered 1.9 million Bluetooth trackers, which sent out 3.9 million Bluetooth advertisements. In this section, we analyze the resulting dataset to identify the dissemination of trackers and evaluate how often trackers led to a warning.

### 5.1 Tracker Prevalence

Figure 4 visualizes the distribution of Bluetooth trackers detectable during background scans in the AirGuard user dataset. As Apple limits the iOS app in background scanning for their own trackers, AirTags and Find My trackers found by the iOS version are omitted. They can only be detected when the user opens the app to scan for an unknown device. This required user interaction complicates the comparison with the number of trackers found during background scans. In the following sections, we will analyze the distribution of each tracker type and comment on the specifics of each tracker to bring the numbers into perspective.

#### 5.1.1 Apple AirTag & Find My Tracker.
Advertisements from Apple AirTags and other Find My trackers rank first and second in the tracker distribution among Android users, accounting for 70.08% of all detected trackers. The numbers reported here only include AirTags and Find My trackers that are not connected to their own device. Indicating that this device is either lost, the owner is out of reach, the connection failed for other reasons, or it is used for malicious purposes. Although Find My trackers were released just over two years ago, they massively influenced the market [27, 29]. AirTags are now seen more than twice as often as Tile trackers, representing 49.34% of all trackers. Since Apple does not disclose sales figures, it is not possible to make a direct comparison of their market share. However, we can estimate that the total number of AirTags in use is even higher if we consider that only disconnected trackers are detectable by the app.

#### 5.1.2 Tile Tracker.
With over 40 million trackers sold worldwide [40], Tile trackers are the most common trackers discovered by AirGuard for iOS, accounting for 55.01% of all devices. Among Android users, Tile trackers rank in third place with 18.42%. Comparing the total number of Tile tracker detections, it is remarkable that Tile trackers are more often detected by iOS users even though there are less iOS users than Android users. This observation is explainable as Android limits AirGuard’s background scans to four scans an hour while the nearly continuous scanning of iOS ensures that AirGuard detects all Tile trackers near them.

#### 5.1.3 Samsung SmartTag.
Looking at the Samsung SmartTags, Android users report only 8.48% of the number of SmartTags found with iOS users. For SmartTags, both apps follow a different approach: The iOS app discovers SmartTags in every state, while the Android app explicitly filters for SmartTags in the overmature lost mode (see Section 2.4). The reported amount by iOS users is, therefore, better for estimating the distribution of SmartTags. Hence, the numbers from Android users show us how many trackers are disconnected from the owner’s smartphone for at least 8 hours. These trackers are most likely attached to a lost item that has not been retrieved or are used for (unwanted) location tracking. Comparing these numbers with AirTags in a disconnected state is not straightforward, while an AirTag moves directly from the connected state to a findable state, a SmartTag needs at least 8 hours.

#### 5.1.4 Chipolo Tracker.
In this section, we focus on the original Chipolo trackers since their Find My compatible version is already covered by Section 5.1.1. The user data analysis shows that the Chipolo trackers only cover between 0.17% (Android) and 2.94% (iOS) of the available trackers. This, in return, also means that the offline finding network is likely minimal and may not yield regular location updates for the owner. Hence, a Chipolo may be used for unwanted location tracking, but the small offline finding network will likely result in close to zero location updates. However, compared to Apple’s Find My network, previous work found that

![Figure 4: Number of Bluetooth trackers detected during background scans, separated by tracker type and mobile OS.](image-url)
Table 2: Notifications sent out during the two weeks of the user data analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>User-tagged false alarms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tile</td>
<td>14,331</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirTag</td>
<td>2230</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find My</td>
<td>1442</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartTag</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirPods</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipolo</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19,584</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users involved</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the network results in sufficient updates to reconstruct the path a person has travelled [26].

5.2 Notifications

As described in Section 2.4, AirGuard is designed to send users an alarm (i.e., a notification) when a tracker follows them. This section discusses the alarms sent out by the two apps, delving into the number of users warned and potential false positives, i.e., users receiving a notification for a benign tracker.

5.2.1 Daily Notification Load. Table 2 shows the number of unwanted tracking notifications sent out by our apps during the two weeks of the user data analysis. AirGuard sent 19,584 warning notifications to users about devices potentially following them. Tile trackers caused most notifications (73.18%), even though AirTags and Find My trackers are more widespread. The number of notifications (over 14,000) and the prevalence of Tile trackers compared to other trackers is excessive. One Tile tracker causes, on average, 4.7 notifications, pointing towards the observation that users who own a Tile tracker or interact regularly with Tile owners get used to the false alarms and ignore them. If these trackers were used for stalking, we would expect a tracker to be found and removed after receiving several notifications.

There are two possible explanations for such false alarms:

(1) Tile trackers do not indicate if the owner of the tracker is nearby. Therefore, our apps cannot differentiate between malicious and genuine Tile trackers close to the user.

(2) Since Tile trackers do not change their BLE MAC address, encountering the same Tile tracker multiple times can lead to tracking notifications even weeks later. For example, when a user meets a colleague who owns a Tile tracker while grocery shopping, the app recognizes a tracker that has followed the user from the office to the shop.

Both reasons can independently lead to false alarms. Future work will require an adapted tracking detection algorithm for trackers with static BLE MAC addresses, i.e., Tile and Chipolo, that balances false positives with accurate unwanted tracking notifications.

Figure 5 compares the time until a notification is sent for all tracker types. Tile trackers have a median notification delay of 4,413 minutes, which is more than three days. In contrast, other trackers have a median below 1,000 minutes, with Samsung SmartTags having the lowest at 70 minutes. Tile trackers do not use BLE MAC address randomization, which can cause the app to send a notification weeks after the initial detection of the tracker. If a tracker is not identified as a potential tracker for weeks, it is probable that the tracker is not being used to follow the user but rather is owned and used by someone the user knows. This observation supports the explanations for false alarms mentioned above. Similarly, Chipolo trackers also do not implement BLE MAC address randomization. However, since they are not as widespread, we do not detect as many of these potential false positives and highly delayed alarms.

5.3 Interaction and Feedback

We observe if the user has tapped on a notification to inspect if a potential stalking attempt caused it. In the two-week data collection period, AirGuard sent out 19,584 notifications, out of which users tapped on 799. Table 2 shows 196 notifications were marked as false alarms by app users. Further, 770 notifications belong to trackers that were later marked as ignored. Users can ignore trackers from which they do not wish to receive further notifications. We equally categorize them as false alarms. Only 1.02% of trackers in total (3.46% of SmartTag, 2.49% of Chipolo, 2.46% of AirTag, 1.73% of Find My, and 0.53% of Tile) are marked as false alarms. We expect that more false alarms are caused, but users disregard the notifications. Especially when comparing the high number of notifications for Tile trackers, and the small percentage marked as false alarms.

In addition, users can give feedback on where they found a tracker (only in the Android version) and select from these categories: Backpack, Bike, Car, or Clothes. During the two-week user data analysis, ten trackers were found in a car and two in a backpack. Five of these trackers were Tile trackers and seven were AirTags. Figure 6 shows the tracker locations selected for one year from December 2022 to November 2023, removing every notification that has been marked as a false alarm. The figure shows that most trackers are hidden in cars or attached to cars.
6 SURVEY RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our online survey, turning to each survey part individually: Misuse of Bluetooth trackers (Section 6.1), stalking experience (Section 6.2), stalking protection (Section 6.3), and AirGuard user experience (Section 6.4). For each part, we focus on the questions that align the most with our research questions. 20,692 participants commenced the online survey. Out of the 5,263 completed surveys, we had to remove 10, resulting in a study sample of \( N=5,553 \). These participants joined the online survey from AirGuard for Android (4,781), AirGuard for iOS (411) or other sources, e.g., social media (61).

6.1 Misuse of Bluetooth Trackers

6.1.1 Potential Stalkers. We asked our participants which potential actors they expected as stalkers in a multiple-choice question with an option to provide alternative answers. Figure 7 shows the most commonly named actors. Government agencies rank first, followed by (former) intimate partners, companies, and other actors. Other frequently named actors are employers, criminals, and friends. Potential stalkers can be classified into two categories: Actors close to the victim and distant obscure groups. On the one hand, participants expect stalkers close to them (3,364), including their partners, friends, and family, as well as people from their work environment.

6.1.2 Future Stalking Attempts. We asked the participants if they expected to be tracked in the next 12 months. Figure 8 compares the participants' agreement depending on their background as stalking victims. Participants reporting stalking experience were more likely to agree with the statement (mean value 3.33) than participants without stalking experience (mean value 2.25). As stalking has already been an issue in the participants' lives, they likely want to add protection mechanisms since stalking with Bluetooth trackers is a potential risk in their lives.

6.1.3 Regulation and Responsibility. When asked if easy accessibility to Bluetooth trackers favored stalking, 4,156 participants (79.11%) agreed. More than half of the participants (54.21%) agree that governments should intervene and explicitly disallow and punish unwanted location tracking. Many governments worldwide have been moving forward in that direction since the release of AirTags in 2021 [45, 58, 60]. We asked participants if the intended function of these devices (finding lost items) is more important to them than the potential misuse of trackers. People were on both sides of this question, showing an almost equal 50% distribution.

6.2 Stalking Experience

We tailored this part of the online survey towards prior stalking victims to uncover the stalking prevalence and its effect on people, adapting questions from previous surveys on stalking [19, 51]. This
set of general stalking-related questions allows us to compare our results with previous works and to understand how stalking victims specifically feel about the threat of Bluetooth trackers. The answers presented in this section are not directly related to Bluetooth trackers besides that most respondents are users of the AirGuard app and thus aware of the misuse. We included a filter so that only participants with stalking experience replied to this part of the survey. In our study sample, 1,005 participants (19.13%) report having been a victim of stalking. Out of these, 41% identify as male, 49% identify as female, 4% as other or divers, and 6% do not disclose their gender. Further responses are in the Appendix.

6.2.1 Victim-Stalker Gender Dependency. Our participants identify the gender of stalkers as follows: Most stalkers were male (58.40%), 23.68% of stalkers were female, and 8.85% were diverse. Compared to previous research [19], we report fewer male stalkers (-30 p.p.) and a higher share of female stalkers (+11 p.p.). Considering the participants’ gender, our data suggests that female victims are pursued primarily by male stalkers (81%), while male victims are pursued by male and female stalkers alike (41% and 48%, respectively).

6.2.2 Victim-Stalker Relationship. We asked stalking victims about their current relationship with the perpetrator. The highest percentage of perpetrators (26.07%) were identified as prior intimate partners. Previous studies have shown an even higher proportion of 32% for this group. 23.18% reported that their stalker is unknown to them, supporting the findings of previous studies (21% - 24%) [19]. These findings can be combined with the actors expected to be stalkers (Section 6.1): Victims of stalking more often expect stalkers close to them, while people without stalking experience more often expect stalkers from unknown, distant organizations. A summary of all results is presented in the Appendix in Table 6.

6.2.3 Stalking Motives. The motivations of a stalker can be manifold. Our respondents claimed that jealousy, envy, distrust, and revenge were the most common reasons for their perpetrators to act. These numbers align with previous research [19] and show that stalking is often performed by a (former) intimate partner who either has trust issues, wants to revive a past relationship, or strives for revenge after the breakup. All responses are summarized in the Appendix in Table 7.

6.2.4 Stalking Patterns. Most of the stalking victims report being stalked for more than one year (49%), either irregularly (36%) or daily (25%). Such long-term stalking can cause severe psychological issues for victims [17] and require vast investments to stop the perpetrator.

Most victims stated that four or more different methods of stalking have been used against them, indicating that stalkers, on average, use 6.6 different methods to pursue their victims. The most frequently mentioned stalking methods are physically following the victim (66.17%) and unwanted digital communication (61.49%). Location tracking (44.28%) is also a commonly used tactic of stalkers. We see that a stalker, in most cases, uses at least one method, which is illegal in many countries (see Section 2.3). Table 8 in the Appendix gives the full list of all responses.

Our digital society offers a variety of methods to track the location of a stalking victim. Besides Bluetooth trackers, perpetrators may install stalkerware apps [41] on the victim’s phone or configure existing apps, e.g., Google Maps, to permanently access the victim’s location. Such stalking apps require access to the victim’s phone, which is predominantly given when the stalker and victim are in an intimate relationship or otherwise close.

6.2.5 Impact on Victim’s Life. The impact of stalking cannot be dismissed. What is striking is that most participants with stalking experience had to take additional security measures (66.37%), a much higher number than previous research found (17%). 63% of stalking victims in our study had to change their current lifestyle as a direct result of stalking, supporting the findings of previous studies (73%). Many victims had to change their phone numbers or email addresses to avoid unwanted communication (46%). Others had to change their residence, change their workplace, or seek help from a lawyer. On average, victims reported 2.7 factors in which their life was impacted or where they had to change. Table 9 in the Appendix lists all answers to this question.

6.3 Stalking Protection

We asked the participants which measures they expected to be applicable against stalking and unwanted location tracking with Bluetooth trackers.

6.3.1 Anti-Stalking Apps. 68% agreed that an app-based solution that detects trackers from all manufacturers will improve the current situation. At the time of the survey, AirGuard for Android could only detect Find My (e.g., AirTags) and Tile trackers, explaining the frequent requests for further tracker types. As explained in Section 2.4, AirGuard for Android and iOS now detects trackers of Apple, Samsung, Tile and Chipolo.

6.3.2 Smartphone-Based Stalking Protection. Two-thirds (66%) of participants demand tracking detection integrated into their smartphone’s OS. An integration would solve an integral problem of anti-stalking apps, i.e., victims need to know about Bluetooth trackers and manually install the anti-stalking app before they are protected.

6.3.3 Privacy-by-Design for Trackers. 53% of participants agree that trackers should gain attention by making sound or emitting light. These features are also part of the new standard developed by Apple and Google [30]. Other participants propose bright coloring of tracking devices, larger trackers that cannot be hidden easily, and tamper-proof trackers for which the speaker could not be disabled without destroying the tracker. Furthermore, 46% believe...
manufacturers should be responsible for preventing stalking with their trackers. We are unaware of any solutions from a manufacturer that would prevent misuse of their Bluetooth tracker. All solutions require the victim to act, like AirTags emitting sound or the tracking detection implemented in iOS and Android. There is no solution impeding the stalker as long as the victim does not actively act against it.

Multiple participants suggest an identification procedure that links the tracker’s serial number to the owner’s identity. Tile provides a similar system in their anti-theft mode: Owners of a tracker have to provide a copy of their national ID card and then sign a document agreeing to pay a fee of one million US dollars if they use their tracker to involuntarily track a person. If agreed, all trackers from the owner are hidden from Tile’s tracking detection feature [57]. This approach allows Tile to combine theft protection with anti-stalking mechanisms.

Finally, 30 participants suggested that more public information and technology education would help people to know about the misuse and how to act if an unknown tracker is found.

### 6.4 App Behavior and Interaction

We asked all participants familiar with AirGuard app-specific questions to evaluate if AirGuard provides sufficient protection for the users. To this end, we filtered for participants who are current or prior AirGuard users. Only those filled in the questions addressed in this section.

6.4.1 Perceived Safety. When asked if they felt less safe or safer since discovering AirGuard, users indicated they felt safer overall. Figure 9 depicts the level of perceived safety. Only 1.5% of participants felt less safe than before.

6.4.2 False Alarms. We asked users if AirGuard had found more trackers than expected, but most participants denied it. About 55% of users reported that they have never received a false alarm. 15% stated that crowded places, e.g., concerts or public events, increased false positives and 12% indicated false alarms in public transport. Additionally, in an open-answer question 19.69% of all respondents and 27.72% of prior stalking victims stated that false alarms would cause anxiety or let them feel unsafe. 65.02% responded that they would not be affected by false alarms. It is relevant to say that 14.41% stated that a notification would show them the app works and they would risk more false alarms than missing an actual tracker.

6.4.3 Stalking Attempts. In the survey, 8% of app users indicated they received a notification from a tracker following them. These 422 people were asked to specify where the tracker had been hidden. 30.81% of all responses described an event that did not include any stalking attempts, e.g., a fellow passenger in public transport (10%), another person owning a tracker (18%), or their own Tile trackers. Figure 10 shows all responses, identifying the car as the most prominent place to hide a tracker. Additionally, these locations were indicated in the other responses: Eight trackers were hidden inside or attached to objects, like suitcases, briefcases, and purses. Seven trackers were found on another person, potentially indicating a tracker that was used to track a friend’s location. One tracker was found on an e-scooter.

Unfortunately, we can see that many misunderstood the question about the tracking device used for stalking — many stated a non-stalking related event. Therefore, we cannot be sure that the remaining replies refer to an occasion of unwanted tracking.

### 7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Privacy Implications for Tracker Owners

Focusing on the intended use of trackers, they are primarily used to track personal items. Apart from the malicious use of trackers to stalk other people, Bluetooth trackers also pose a privacy risk to their genuine users. As some trackers never change their BLE MAC address, they can be detected and linked over an extended period, allowing the long-term tracking of a tracker and, therefore, its owner. This potentially causes grave privacy implications for users: For example, even years later, authorities could identify protesters based on the Bluetooth trackers they carried.

We analyze the user data to determine the maximum duration for which a tracker has been identified as the same device. Even though our data set is limited to two weeks, each database entry contains the date when the user first discovered a tracker.

Table 4 compares the maximum observed tracker re-identification periods of different trackers, i.e., the maximum duration for how long AirGuard has re-identified a specific tracker of that brand.
Table 4: Observed maximum tracker re-identification periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracker</th>
<th>Re-identification period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tile</td>
<td>602 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartTag</td>
<td>226 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipolo</td>
<td>221 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find My</td>
<td>220 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirTag</td>
<td>172 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirPods</td>
<td>141 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, the app re-identified one Tile tracker 602 days after the first detection. This tracker was first discovered one day after the app update, adding support for Tile trackers. An observation caused by the static, non-randomized BLE MAC addresses of Tile trackers. Chipolo trackers suffer from the same issue: The tracker in Table 4 was first detected when support for these trackers was added and has been re-identified since then.

Even though AirTags and other Find My trackers use rotating BLE MAC addresses, AirGuard was able to re-identify them over an extended period. The AirTag’s low-battery mode causes this long-term identification. A note in the Find My App states: “When AirTag battery is low, privacy protections are temporarily adjusted and AirTag may be trackable over Bluetooth.” [3] These adjustments stop the rotation of the BLE MAC address and the private key of the AirTag, keeping the offline finding features available at the cost of long-term identification and potential tracking. For AirTags, we observed that they can continue to operate in low-battery mode for almost a year. AirTags, Apple AirPods, and Find My trackers in low-battery mode allow long-term identification a person.

Fortunately, a simple battery replacement restores the rotation of BLE MAC addresses, mitigating this privacy issue. Normal behavior disallows long-term identification since the BLE MAC address changes every 15 minutes in the connected state. A daily BLE MAC address change prohibits long-term identification, even in the disconnected state.

According to the AirGuard user dataset, some Samsung SmartTags could also be re-identified for over seven months. Long-term identification is likely caused by repeating privacy IDs. As a SmartTag contains only 1,000 privacy IDs, they repeat every 10.42 days [63]. Therefore, one can re-identify a SmartTag based on one equal privacy ID. However, there could also be an existing bug or an unknown low battery mode that stops the SmartTag from rotating its privacy ID at least every 15 minutes to 24 hours. We can only confirm that long-term identification of a SmartTag is possible.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

While our online survey provides essential insights into the misuse of Bluetooth trackers for stalking, it is crucial to fully acknowledge its limitations to understand the context and scope of the findings.

Firstly, the participants in the online survey and the user data analysis only partially represent a broader population. Participants had to install and use AirGuard for the user data analysis. Online survey participants were recruited mainly through AirGuard. We acknowledge that both studies contain a biased group that has prior knowledge about the potential misuse of Bluetooth trackers and a higher percentage of people with stalking experiences, 19.18% compared to 11.6% in [19]. To address this issue, an independent study with user data from the iOS and Android tracking detection should be performed. Such a study would provide valuable insights for most of the global population but would also require the cooperation of these companies.

Another limitation lies in the multiple-choice questions of the online survey: We did not rotate answers, potentially causing an influence of order.

We intentionally chose a privacy-first approach with all user data collected, limiting the scope of our analysis. For example, we opted against uploading location information of where trackers had been discovered. While this would have allowed us to classify false alarms better, it would have violated the participants’ privacy. Our limitation on four tracker manufacturers, Apple, Chipolo, Tile, and Samsung, also limits the scope. However, since these brands are the most commonly used, we cover the majority of the market.

In future work, it will be relevant to expand the current research into different areas: Tracking detection algorithms for static BLE MAC addresses could be adapted to balance false alarms while maintaining the detection of trackers used for stalking. This is especially relevant since a false alarm can cause anxiety as 19.69% of respondents stated. Finally, manufacturers should enhance their research into privacy-by-design trackers to limit the opportunities for stalkers to use Bluetooth trackers.

7.3 Answers to our Research Questions

In the introduction of this paper, we formulated three research questions, which we aimed to answer with two studies: The AirGuard user data analysis and the online survey. In this section, we combine the results of both studies to answer our research questions.

7.3.1 RQ1: How severe is the problem of tracker misuse for location stalking? It is not possible to provide a comprehensive quantification of the misuse of Bluetooth trackers for location stalking due to the biased population represented in the survey. This bias affects the findings, as we are likely to observe a higher percentage of people affected by location stalking than in the general population. However, the group consists of individuals with valid experiences and needs, which led to valuable insights in user data analysis and the online survey:

- **Prevalence:** Trackers were prevalent, with the average user discovering 2.9 trackers daily.
- **Stalking experience:** 19.18% of our survey participants report being a stalking victim, and 8.49% of all respondents have been affected by a form of location tracking. 222 (4.22%) participants of the online survey mentioned that a tracker had been used to stalk them.\(^2\)
- **Warnings:** AirGuard warns about 400 people daily from our dataset of a potential tracking attempt. We cannot precisely state the rate of false positives, but we have understood from the online survey that users prefer false positives over missing an actual tracker.

\(^2\)We removed participants that stated a false alarm
• **Tracker hideouts:** We have received specific feedback on where participants found hidden trackers. Participants of the online survey and feedback in AirGuard show that trackers were mainly hidden in their cars or a backpack or purse.

While the participants of our studies are not representative of a specific population, we report insights from 14,739 AirGuard users and 5,253 survey participants, hinting towards a widespread stalking problem concerning people worldwide.

7.3.2 **RQ2: Which measures are considered effective stalking protection?** Our results show that there is no one-size-fits-all solution against stalking:

• **Anti-stalking apps:** Our survey participants favored apps integrating tracking detection for all tracker devices. The AirGuard user data analysis found that AirGuard provides working tracking detection mechanisms across all participating users. However, anti-stalking apps require the victim to know about trackers and proactively install the app.

• **OS-integrated stalking protection:** Previous research showed that many users do not take appropriate measures by themselves [59]. Tracking detection integrated into the smartphone’s OS is a favorable solution for most users. We are pleased that Apple and Google are working on a common standard [30]. However, updating AirTags, Tile, SmartTags, and third-party Find My trackers to comply with the standard could take years. We would appreciate a solution that is not limited to the detection of standard-conforming trackers.

• **Privacy-by-design:** We advocate for a solution that limits the tracking capabilities of stalkers with Bluetooth trackers and thus makes stalking harder. One approach proposed by related work [59] is to reduce trackers’ accuracy after it has not been near its owner for some time. Another idea is stalking detection on the manufacturer’s side, e.g., disallowing the use of trackers for unwanted tracking.

We anticipate more concrete future work in this direction.

7.3.3 **RQ3: What are the privacy implications for genuine tracker owners?** In Section 7.1, we have shown that no tracker device sufficiently protects the privacy of genuine tracker owners.

• **Static BLE MAC address:** The most concerning trackers use a static BLE MAC address for the entire lifetime of the tracker. This allows long-term tracking and re-identification for months and years. Researchers have demanded to improve MAC address randomization for years [4, 11, 12, 62].

• **Trackers in low power mode:** Even trackers with BLE MAC address randomization, i.e., AirTags, Find My trackers, and SmartTags, have been identifiable by AirGuard for over five to seven months due to non-rotating BLE MAC addresses in low power mode. Trackers should perform BLE MAC address randomization at least once daily.

• **Buggy Implementations:** Bugs may cause the issue of long-term tracking in some trackers. Tracker owners should know this issue, regularly change their tracker’s battery, and update the firmware.

AirGuard could re-identify trackers of all manufacturers, allowing long-term identification and long-term tracking of the owner.

We can, therefore, conclude that owning a Bluetooth tracker is a privacy risk even for genuine users.

8 **CONCLUSION**

In this work, we performed two studies shedding light on the widespread stalking problem with Bluetooth trackers. In a user data analysis study of AirGuard, a tracking detection app with over 200,000 installations on iOS and Android, we found details about the prevalence of trackers from different manufacturers. In detail, we saw that the AirTag and other Find My trackers have surpassed the number of Tile trackers deployed. Still, Tile trackers caused most tracking alarms. We identified many of these as likely false alarms, exaggerated by the missing BLE MAC address randomization of Tile trackers. In addition, we found that trackers from all manufacturers suffered from privacy issues. AirGuard users have identified the same trackers over several months.

In our second study, we performed a large-scale online survey (N=5,253) to identify measures to improve tracking detection and to quantify the stalking problem with Bluetooth trackers further. The results revealed that 19.18% of participants have experienced stalking and that location tracking has been a typical method that stalkers applied (44.28%). Most participants also agreed that the easy accessibility of trackers increased stalking issues (79.11%). At last, we found that AirGuard successfully identified malicious trackers for 222 respondents.

Overall, our results suggest that unwanted tracking performed with Bluetooth trackers is a widespread problem that needs to be addressed thoroughly. The recently started standardization for unified Bluetooth tracking detection by Apple and Google is a step in the right direction. We also advocate for manufacturers to think about victims without a smartphone, requiring a solution that hinders stalkers from misusing trackers in the first place.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Collected User Data

Figure 11: The database scheme for all tables containing user data.
A.2 Survey Responses

Table 5: Regional distribution of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>38.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>38.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Europe</td>
<td>8.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Europe</td>
<td>2.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>2.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe (including Northern Asia)</td>
<td>1.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-eastern Asia</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Asia</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Africa</td>
<td>0.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Asia</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Asia</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Asia</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Relationship of stalker and victim.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior intimate partner</td>
<td>26.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>23.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known, but I don’t want to specify</td>
<td>15.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend or acquaintance</td>
<td>9.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family member</td>
<td>6.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-partner of the current partner</td>
<td>6.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleague at work</td>
<td>4.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client or customer</td>
<td>2.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boss or supervisor</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Stalker motives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jealousy, envy or distrust</td>
<td>49.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenge</td>
<td>37.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling hurt by rejection</td>
<td>36.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire for a loving relationship</td>
<td>26.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>24.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resumption of a former relationship</td>
<td>20.30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Applied stalking methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stalking Method</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Following</td>
<td>66.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwanted digital communication: email, messages, Audio/Video messages, etc</td>
<td>61.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loitering nearby</td>
<td>56.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwanted telephone calls</td>
<td>52.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defamation or spread of personal information</td>
<td>47.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach via a third party</td>
<td>44.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location tracking (through Bluetooth tracker or other means)</td>
<td>44.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal violence</td>
<td>41.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats</td>
<td>40.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage of property</td>
<td>30.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invading at home</td>
<td>27.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical contact</td>
<td>26.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical violence</td>
<td>19.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual harassment</td>
<td>17.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placing orders under your name</td>
<td>15.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assaults</td>
<td>12.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11.64%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Impact on stalking victims' lives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional security measures</td>
<td>66.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of lifestyle</td>
<td>61.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of phone number, email address, etc</td>
<td>46.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of residence</td>
<td>32.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing a report at the police</td>
<td>32.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking help from a lawyer</td>
<td>20.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of workplace</td>
<td>20.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>17.61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.3 Survey Questions

A.3.1 Misuse of Key finders and Bluetooth trackers.

(1) Which potential misuse of key finders / Bluetooth trackers (e.g. AirTags) has been known to you before you started this survey? (multiple-choice)
  • Stalking
  • Car theft (tracking a valuable car to its parking location)
  • Espionage
  • Absence tracking (detecting when someone is not at home)
  • Other (open-ended answer)

(2) Do you agree with the statement: “During the next 12 months, somebody will try to track me using a key finder” (single choice)
  • strongly disagree
  • disagree
  • neither agree nor disagree
  • agree
  • strongly agree
A.3.2 Stalking.

(1) Have you been a victim to stalking in general? (single-choice)
The following questions in this section could only be answered if the respondent answered “Yes” here.
• Yes
• No
(2) Which gender did your stalker have? (single-choice)
• Male
• Female
• Divers
(3) How long did the stalking continue? (single-choice)
• Less than 1 month
• 1 month up to 1 year
• More than 1 year
(4) How often have you been pursued? (single-choice)
• A few times (irregularly)
• Several times a month
• Several times a week
• Daily
(5) Have you been a victim to ongoing harassment? (single-choice)
• Yes
• No
(6) How is your current relation to the stalker? (single-choice)
• Unknown
• Known, but I don’t want to specify
• Prior intimate partner
• Ex-partner of the current partner
• Friend or acquaintance
• Colleague at work
• Client or customer
• Family member
(7) What do you think has been the motivation of the stalker? (multiple-choice)
• Desire for a loving relationship
• Resumption of a former relationship
• Jealousy, envy or distrust
• Revenge
• Feeling hurt by rejection
• Other (open-ended answer)
(8) What methods of stalking have been used? (multiple-choice)
• Unwanted telephone calls
• Loitering nearby
• Unwanted digital communication: email, messages, Audio/Video messages, etc
• Location tracking (through Bluetooth tracker or other means)
• Following
• Approach via a third party
• Damage of property
• Invading at home
• Placing orders under your name
• Defamation or spread of personal information
• Threats
• Physical contact
• Physical violence
• Verbal violence
• Sexual harassment
• Sexual assaults
• Other (open-ended answer)
(9) How has stalking impacted your life? (multiple-choice)
• Change of lifestyle
• Change of phone number, email address, etc Additional security measures
• Change of residence
• Change of workplace
• Seeking help from a lawyer
• Filing a report at the police
• Other (open-ended answer)

A.3.3 Stalking Protection.

(1) Anti-tracking solutions in a Smartphone or based on an app ... (single-choice)
• can cause more harm (due to anxiety) than do good
• might cause some harm
• do not affect users in general
• might give some protection against misusing Bluetooth tracker are the best solution protect against misusing Bluetooth tracker
(2) How do you think stalking protection can be enhanced? (multiple-choice)
• It should be integrated into Smartphones by default
• An-app based solution should be able to find all kinds of key finder devices (from Apple, Samsung, Tile, etc)
• All manufacturers of key finders should publish their own apps that detect stalking attempts
• Governments should provide solutions (can be an app or legislation)
• Manufacturers of key finders should prevent using the device for location tracking through technical measures
• Bluetooth Tracker should draw attention to themselves after some time (Light/Sound signals)
• Other (open-ended answer)

A.3.4 AirGuard.

(1) Are you a user of AirGuard or have you used AirGuard in the past? (single-choice)
The following questions in this section could only be answered if the respondent answered "Yes" here.
• Yes
• No

(2) Since I discovered AirGuard I feel ...
• much less safe
• slightly less safe
• the same as before
• slightly more safe
• much more safe

(3) How would you rate the onboarding of the app? That is the first view you see when opening the app and where you need to permit Bluetooth, Location, and Battery scheduling.
Participants were rating if the onboarding was easy to understand, helpful, and if the app needed to many permissions
• The left/top one with the cards showing a user the current risk status
• The right/bottom one showing a graph and detailed information about trackers found

(4) Which version of the dashboard do you prefer? (single-choice)
Participants were seeing two screenshots from a dashboard. One was showing a risk scale and the other was showing a more detailed view on the number of trackers found during the last scans.
• The left/top one with the cards showing a user the current risk status
• The right/bottom one showing a graph and detailed information about trackers found

(5) Chose the statement that fits best concerning the discovery of key finders and other trackers in AirGuard (single-choice)
• AirGuard did not find any
• AirGuard found less than expected
• AirGuard found as many as expected
• AirGuard found more than expected
• AirGuard found much more than expected

(6) Which behaviour of AirGuard would you prefer? An alert is a notification sent by AirGuard that informs you that a potential tracking device has followed you. (single-choice)
• Sending more alerts even though some might be false alarms
• Sending less alerts even though it might take longer or some alerts might be missed
• Sending no alerts and as a user I can check manually in the app if I am being tracked
• Allow me as a user to configure how fast & accurate alerts should be

(7) Did you receive a notification from AirGuard for a tracker / key finder that has been used to stalk you? (single-choice)
The next question is only show to respondents that answered "yes" in this question.
• Yes
• No

(8) Where was the tracking device located?
• Backpack or Purse
• Clothing
• Bike
• Car
• Other (open-ended answer)

(9) Did you experience incorrect/false notifications from AirGuard and when did they occur? In this case the Bluetooth Tracker close to you was not used to actually track your location.
• Never
• When many people have been around (concert, exhibition, etc.) When my phone was in flight mode
• When I deactivated GPS / location services
• When I was somewhere with a bad GPS signal (inside, underground) When I was commuting in public transport (Train, Airplane, etc.)

(10) Do many incorrect notifications make you feel unsafe or anxious? Please explain your experience with incorrect notifications below. Like all questions, this is an optional question.
This question was an open-ended answer.

(11) Do you think the current methods in AirGuard to find a tracker are helpful? The first screenshot shows the notification that you receive from AirGuard when it detects a potential tracker. The second one shows the screen that you get when you tap on the notification. It shows a map with locations at which the tracker has been seen. Also it offers buttons to interact with certain trackers. For AirTags you can start playing a sound on them to find them.
• Not helpful
• Hardly helpful
• Somewhat helpful
• Quite helpful
• Very helpful

(12) What are you missing in AirGuard?
This question was an open-ended answer.

A.3.5 Demographics.

(1) Please select your gender. (single-choice)
• Female
• Male
• Divers
• Other (open-ended answer)

(2) Please select the age group that matches your age. (single-choice)
• 16-19
• 20-25
• 26-35
• 36-45
• 46-55
• 56-65
• 66-75
• 75+

(3) Please select in which region you are located
• Northern Africa
• Sub-Sahara Africa
• North America
• Latin America and the Caribbean Central Asia
• Eastern Asia
• Northern Asia
• South-eastern Asia
• Southern Asia
• Western Asia
• Eastern Europe (including Northern Asia)
• Northern Europe
• Southern Europe Western Europe Oceania